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Abstract

In patients with debilitating pain due to osteoarthritis, total shoulder arthroplasty can restore function and provide effective pain relief. Newer implant designs vary in length and material stiffness. Unfortunately, literature on these newer implants is limited. This thesis investigates the effect of stem length and implant material stiffness on proximal humeral bone stresses. 3D bone models with implants of various stem lengths (stemless, short, and standard) and different material stiffness (CoCr, Ti and PEEK) were generated using MIMICS, Solidworks and ABAQUS for varying abduction angles (15°, 45° and 75°). Cortical and trabecular stresses were contrasted with the intact bone state. As expected, the reduction in stem length and material stiffness yielded humeral stresses that better matched the intact stress distribution in cortical bone, but opposing trends presented in trabecular bone. Future work should continue to build on these models and investigate implant fixation through the analysis of micromotion.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

In the field of orthopaedic implant design, finite element analysis (FEA) tools have been gradually growing in popularity due to their ability to evaluate the performance of different implant designs. This present study employs FEA to investigate the effect of implant stem design on stresses in the proximal humerus. This chapter describes the gross anatomy of the shoulder joint, material properties of bone, total shoulder arthroplasty, and finite element modeling. The hypothesis of this work is also included in this chapter.

1.1 Anatomy of the Shoulder Complex

The shoulder is a complex system, which consists of three joints, three bones, four articulations, and a large number of muscles, ligaments, and tendons. All together these components act to stabilize the shoulder, and allow the greatest range of motion (ROM) in all three planes (sagittal, frontal or coronal, axial or transverse) compared to all other joints in the human body (Bigliani et al., 1996; Culham and Peat, 1993; Jobe et al., 2009).

The shoulder complex is primarily composed of the glenohumeral joint, a ball-and-socket joint, which can be categorized into its osseous constructs (bones), muscles, and the joint capsule.

1.1.1 Osseous Constructs

In total, the shoulder is composed of four articulations: the gleonohumeral joint, sternoclavicular joint, acromioclavicular joint, and scapulothoracic joint (Figure 1.1) (Jobe et al., 2009). The function of all shoulder articulations is to constrain undesired movement and permit required motion (Jobe et al., 2009). The glenohumeral joint, which is the major articulation of the shoulder, is found between the humeral head and the glenoid concavity of the scapula, and is the primary articulation of interest in this study.

* Due to the clinical nature of this thesis, a glossary of medical terms can be found in Appendix A.
Together, the glenohumeral, acromioclavicular, scapulothoracic and sternoclavicular joints form the shoulder articulation; though the greatest range of motion is provided by the glenohumeral joint. The humerus, scapula, clavicle, sternum and ribs are the bones that create these articulations (adapted with permission from Tortora, 2011; Appendix B).
In addition, the shoulder complex also consists of the clavicle (more commonly known as the collarbone).

1.1.1.1 Bones

The bone of the proximal part of the upper extremity is the humerus (Figure 1.2). The humeral head, at the proximal end of humerus is oriented superior, medial and posterior relative to the humeral shaft and articulates with the glenoid. The geometry of the humeral head resembles one third of a sphere (O'Brien SJ et al., 2009). Additionally, the humerus has several significant landmarks – the deltoid tuberosity, the greater tuberosity (GT), lesser tuberosity (LT), the bicipital groove (located between greater and lesser tuberosities) and the medial and lateral epicondyles (Figure 1.2).

The scapula (Figure 1.3) is a triangular bone, which forms a connection between the upper limb and the thorax, and aids in positioning the upper limb by serving as the attachment site for many muscles (Rockwood Jr et al., 2009). The spine, acromion, and coracoid process are bone projections initiating from the scapula (Figure 1.3). The acromion is the origin of the middle and anterior deltoid and the trapezius muscles (O'Brien SJ et al., 2009), whereas the scapular spine process serves as the insertion site for the trapezius, and the origin site of the posterior deltoid muscles. The scapula is a dynamic bone that glides over the ribcage during shoulder range of motion. Shoulder abduction range of motion results in a 2:3 ratio of glenohumeral abduction angle to gross shoulder abduction angle (Bolsterlee et al., 2013; Inman and Abbott, 1944).

The deltoid tuberosity is located along the mid portion of the humeral shaft on the lateral side and is the distal insertion site of the deltoid muscle (from which it gets its name). The greater tuberosity acts as a pathway/wrapping point between the deltoid insertion (situated on the humerus) and origin (situated on the acromion). It allows the deltoid to continue acting when the arm is situated below 45° of glenohumeral abduction (Jobe et al., 2009). In addition, the greater tuberosity is the attachment site of the rotator cuff muscles (supraspinatus, infraspinatus and teres minor) and the lesser tuberosity is the subscapularis muscle insertion site.
Figure 1.2: Landmarks of the Humerus

Key landmarks of the humerus include: the bicipital groove, greater tuberosity, lesser tuberosity, deltoid tuberosity, lateral epicondyle and medial epicondyle (adapted with permission from Tortora, 2011; Appendix B).
Figure 1.3: Bony Projections of the Scapula

Key boney projections of the scapula include: the acromion, coracoid process and spine (located on the posterior surface). The glenoid dish is located on the lateral side of the scapula and articulates with the humeral head (adapted with permission from Tortora, 2011; Appendix B).
1.1.1.2 Joints

Among the four joints of the shoulder, the glenohumeral joint, which is commonly referred to as the “shoulder joint”, is the major articulation and lies between the humeral head and the glenoid concavity of the scapula. The glenohumeral joint has the greatest range of motion in the human body (An et al., 1991; Curl and Warren, 1996; Halder et al., 2001; Karduna et al., 1996; Lippitt and Masten, 1993) (Figure 1.1). An understanding of glenohumeral contact forces is fundamental for any research regarding the shoulder joint, including shoulder joint replacement. Over the years, several studies have investigated glenohumeral contact forces in-vitro (Anglin et al., 2000; Conzen and Eckstein, 2000; Hopkins et al., 2007) or established two or three-dimensional musculoskeletal models (Terrier et al., 2010; van der Helm, 1994). However, many parameters, such as the large number of muscles (which leads to too many unknowns) result in discrepancies when calculating joint reaction forces. The innovative in-vivo study of Bergmann et al. (2007) has allowed measuring and predicting more realistic data of movements such as abduction (Bergmann et al., 2007). Bergmann’s data from a telemeterized implant reported the glenohumeral contact forces for various abduction angles.

1.1.2 Soft Tissue Constructs

1.1.2.1 Joint Capsule and Ligaments

The stability of the glenohumeral joint is reinforced by the joint capsule, glenoid labrum, and various ligaments. Together, these structures directly enhance the influence of the bony anatomy, and limit forces and motions that cannot be opposed by the osseous structures, leading to improved joint stability (Burkart and Debski, 2002; Clark and Harryman, 1992; Culham and Peat, 1993; Hess, 2000; Kask et al., 2010).

1.1.2.2 Muscles

A large number of muscles around the shoulder assist in stabilizing this joint while allowing movement. These muscles can be categorized into three groups – the axiohumeral muscles, the scapulohumeral muscles, and the axioscapular muscles. The axiohumeral and axioscapular muscles have their origins on the thoracic cage, however,
the insertions of axiohumeral muscles is on the humerus and correspondingly for axioscapular is on the scapula. The axiohumeral muscles are composed of the latissimus dorsi and pectoralis major muscles, while the axioscapular muscles are: the serratus anterior, the levator scapulae, the trapezius, the pectoralis minor, and the rhomboids. The function of the axioscapular group is to provide motion to the scapula. Conversely, the group of shoulder muscles that originate on the scapula and insert on the humerus are called scapulohumeral muscles, and consist of: the deltoid, teres minor, teres major, coracohrachialis, supraspinatus, subscapularis and infraspinatus.

The deltoid muscle is divided into three sections: anterior, middle and posterior. The main role of deltoid muscle is to abduct the humerus by providing approximately 50% of the moment required for elevation (Hess, 2000), with higher contributions arising from the anterior and middle sections (Jobe et al., 2009). In addition, the anterior part of the deltoide assists with internal rotation and flexion of the humerus, while the posterior deltoid assists with external rotation and extension of the humerus (Ackland and Pandy, 2011).

The rotator cuff is comprised of the joint capsule, the ligaments, the muscles, and the tendons that surround the glenohumeral joint. Specifically, these muscles are the teres minor, subscapularis, supraspinatus, and infraspinatus.

1.2 Structure and Elastic Properties of Bone

1.2.1 Structure of Bone

Bone is a composite material. Two-thirds of bone is formed of mineralized inorganic matter, with the remaining one-third being organic matter. Together, the inorganic and organic phases of bone provide strength and resilience. The organic matter is comprised of collagen that can resist tensile forces and provides the viscoelastic properties to bone.

The structural components of the long bones, which constitute the appendicular (i.e., arm, leg, etc.) skeleton, are divided into three sections: the diaphysis (shaft), epiphysis (end of the bone that the articulation is located), and metaphysis (between diaphysis and
epiphysis) (Figure 1.4).

Macroscopically, bone is divided into cortical or compact bone (dense bone) and cancellous bone or trabecular bone (spongy bone) (Figure 1.4). The epiphysis is composed of a cortical shell filled with cancellous bone. The diaphysis consists of a cortical shell with a hollow canal, called the medullary cavity, where the bone marrow is situated. Cancellous bone is inhomogeneous and porous throughout its volume (containing bone marrow), varying in structure to take on local anatomic roles. In osteoporosis, a common bone disease, this porosity is increased, which results in reducing bone density. Alternatively, cortical bone is dense and more uniform compared to cancellous bone.

Microscopically, cortical bone is comprised of osteons (elongated bone cells), which are parallel to the diaphysis. In contrast, highly oriented and organized individualized struts of dense tissue, known as trabeculae, form the structure of cancellous bone. These trabeculae are oriented such that they are aligned with respect to the lines of the applied stress.

The major function of bone is to carry the stress and mass of the body. It is also well established that bone remodels, or changes its structure, in response to the stresses applied to it (Huiskes et al., 1987; Wolff et al., 1986). This act of remodeling is an ongoing destructive and restructuring cycle carried out by bone cells known as osteoclasts and osteoblasts, which resorb and build up bone tissue, respectively (Cowin and Hegedus, 1976; Hadjidakis and Androulakis, 2006)

1.2.2 Elastic Properties of Bone

In order to quantify the elastic properties of bone, the Young’s modulus or stiffness (E) is required. Since cortical bone is a more uniform structure, it has been modeled using a constant modulus of approximately 20 GPa (Rho et al., 1993). Alternatively, the inhomogeneous structure of trabecular bone makes it more difficult to approximate the stiffness of each trabeculae. Accordingly, advanced medical imaging techniques are required to quantify the material properties of trabecular bone in smaller regions known
Figure 1.4: Cortical and Trabecular Bone

Bone is divided into two sections: a hard exterior shell known as cortical bone, and a porous interior structure known as trabecular bone (adapted with permission from Tortora, 2011; Appendix B).
as voxels. More specifically, intensity data (quantified in Hounsfield Units (HU)) can be obtained from Computed Tomographic (CT) scans of bone. Then, based on a quantitative relationship derived from bone calibration data, the apparent density (defined as wet bone mass over total volume) of a specific region of bone can be obtained (Zannoni et al., 1999). From apparent density, the Young’s modulus is derived. A number of density-modulus equations can be found in the literature (Austman et al., 2009; Carter and Hayes, 1977; Leung et al., 2009; Schileo et al., 2007; Taddei et al., 2006). Most of these focus on a combination of cortical and trabecular bone. However, Morgan et al. (2003) published a formula that specifically quantified trabecular bone at sites throughout the body (Morgan et al., 2003). While this study was not specific to the humerus, its focus on trabecular bone stiffness (modulus) via a cadaver-based in-vitro investigation provides unique insight into metaphyseal and epiphyseal bone mechanics. Additionally, this was a study that used a large number of specimens (n=142). By assigning individual elements of a mesh with different Young’s modulus values derived from CT-based HU data, the inhomogeneous and non-linear characteristics of the bone can be captured (Zannoni et al., 1999).

1.3 Wolff’s Law and Stress Shielding

Wolff’s law is a theory originally published by Julius Wolff in 1892, which describes the behavior of bone subjected to loading. In general, Wolff’s law states that bone continuously changes its architecture, strength and composition to optimally carry the loads that it is subjected to. These changes occur over time and lead to an optimized osseous structure that responds to alterations in loading. Wolff’s law helps to explain the geometry of both the cortical diaphysis and trabecular epiphysis, where vastly different structures are formed due to variation in the loading environment (Carter et al., 1989; Wolff et al., 1986).

In a composite structure (e.g., a bone-implant construct), the division of forces between the sub-components (in this case: bone and implant) is defined by the magnitude of rigidity terms (i.e., bending and axial rigidity). As demonstrated in Equations 1.1 to 1.4, these rigidity terms are directly proportional to the magnitude of the stiffness (Young’s modulus, E) and the geometry (Cross-Sectional Area, A; and Moment of Inertia, I) of the
sub-components (Mow and Huiskes, 2005). Accordingly, when an implant is placed within bone, and is more rigid than the native osseous construct that it replaces, it assumes more loads, and the remaining bone is subjected to lower loads than it was originally. This phenomena is known as stress shielding, and has been documented as a cause of implant loosening, a failure mode of joint reconstruction implants (Manley et al., 1983).

\[
\% \text{Axial Rigidity}_\text{Implant} = \frac{A_{\text{Implant}}E_{\text{Implant}}}{A_{\text{Implant}}E_{\text{Implant}}+A_{\text{Bone}}E_{\text{Bone}}} \times 100\% \quad \text{Equation 1.1}
\]

\[
\% \text{Axial Rigidity}_\text{Bone} = \frac{A_{\text{Bone}}E_{\text{Bone}}}{A_{\text{Implant}}E_{\text{Implant}}+A_{\text{Bone}}E_{\text{Bone}}} \times 100\% \quad \text{Equation 1.2}
\]

\[
\% \text{Flexural Rigidity}_\text{Implant} = \frac{E_{\text{Implant}}}{E_{\text{Implant}}+E_{\text{Bone}}E_{\text{Bone}}} \times 100\% \quad \text{Equation 1.3}
\]

\[
\% \text{Flexural Rigidity}_\text{Bone} = \frac{E_{\text{Bone}}}{E_{\text{Bone}}+E_{\text{Implant}}E_{\text{Implant}}} \times 100\% \quad \text{Equation 1.4}
\]

where, \(E\) is the Young’s modulus, \(A\) is the cross-sectional area, and \(I\) is the moment of inertia.

### 1.4 Total Shoulder Replacement

The contemporary shoulder replacement for the proximal humerus was developed in 1951 by Neer. Neer used a vitallium prosthesis for the treatment of proximal humeral fractures (Mariotti et al., 2014) and also published his outcomes (Mariotti et al., 2014; NeerII, 1974; NeerII, 1955). Other disorders, such as osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and traumatic arthritis, which can cause severe pain and functional limitation, may also be treated by shoulder replacement (Mariotti et al., 2014; Walch et al., 2010; Wiater and Fabing, 2009). Even though degenerative osteoarthritis (OA) affects the weight-bearing joints (e.g., hip and knee), it is still a problem for the glenohumeral joint, the prevalence of which increases with age. Shoulder replacement restores normal kinematic and biomechanics of the shoulder and continues to relieve pain, which leads to increased quality of life (Massimini et al., 2010). Currently, to replace the shoulder, there are a variety of techniques available, including total shoulder replacement (TSA), reverse
shoulder replacement (RTSA), hemi-arthroplasty and partial surface reconstruction (Figure 1.5).

It has been estimated that 11,000 shoulder replacement procedures are undertaken in North America each year (Jain et al., 2006; Litchfield et al., 2011; Masten III, 1996). In general, the shoulder replacement prosthesis consists of three components: the humeral head, the stem of the implant, and the glenoid component. Stem length is one important variable in implant design, and will be one focus of this work. While different manufacturers have developed novel implant systems with various stem lengths, all companies maintain an implant with a standard stem length. In order to reduce the potential for stress-shielding and also the invasiveness of the implant, newer implant designs, such as short stem models and stemless models, have been introduced; however, there is little literature available that investigates the effect of these newer stem lengths on the surrounding bone. Some of the implant manufacturers who have recently released short and stemless models are Tornier, Zimmer, Arthrex, and Biomet. Since 2004, approximately 10,000 stemless shoulder prostheses have been implanted worldwide (Ambacher, 2013).

Two methods can be used in order to fix the humeral component: cement fixation and press-fit (or cementless) fixation. Cement fixation has been used for many years. However, recently press fitting is most popular in North America since manufacturers have increased implant sizes, which has led to better matches with the varying geometries of the humeral head and glenoid (Litchfield et al., 2011; Norris and Iannotti, 2002). In addition to variations in implant sizes, implants are offered with different surface finishes, such as, plasma spray, grit blasted, trabecular metal, or polished smooth.

### 1.5 Humeral Implant Stem Design Features

One aspect of shoulder implant design that many researchers and surgeons are interested in is stem design; particularly due to its implications with stress shielding and bone remodeling. Two aspects of interest in the design of implant stems are: the length and material stiffness of the stem.
The 4 main forms of shoulder reconstruction involving the proximal humerus are: total shoulder arthroplasty, reverse shoulder arthroplasty, hemi-arthroplasty and partial resurfacing.
1.5.1 Biomechanical Studies on the Influence of Stem Design

*In-vitro* (cadaveric tests), and *in-silico* (computer/computational) methods are the two techniques most commonly used to investigate shoulder biomechanics, kinematics and implant design.

1.5.2 Stem Length

Stem length is a factor that is important in the design of shoulder prostheses. Recently, newer implants have arbitrarily decreased the stem length, assuming that it is reducing stress shielding and facilitates future revision surgery because of the preserved bone stock (Santori *et al*., 2006). Unfortunately, few investigations have been conducted to determine the effect of implant stem length on proximal humeral bone stresses or strains; however, these aspects have been investigated for implants at other joints (Austman *et al*., 2011; Huiskes and Chao, 1983; Reimeringer *et al*., 2013; van Rietbergen and Huiskes, 2001).

An *in-vitro* study by Austman *et al*. (2007) for distal ulna arthroplasty has suggested that an optimal stem length would mimic the strains of native bone better than alternative lengths, and would decrease the influences of stress shielding (Austman *et al*., 2007). Additionally, a study by Munting *et al*.’s (1997) show that stemless implants can significantly maintain proximal bone mineral density (BMD) in the femur, especially for patients who had low BMD values before surgery (Munting *et al*., 1997).

Some studies have focused on load transfer in the proximal femur to evaluate the influence of stem length on hip implants (Barrack, 2000; Cook *et al*., 1980). Sakaei *et al*. (1999) compared 125 mm and 100 mm stem lengths of hip implants and found that the canal filling of the femur at the distal end was better when a shorter stem prosthesis was used (Sakai *et al*., 1999). From a clinical perspective, Sluimer *et al*. (2006) compared the performance of two stem lengths (standard design and 25 mm shorter than the standard design) after two years, better proximal fixation was accomplished in the shorter stem, compared to the standard stem. However, this study also indicated that, with a shorter stem, the frequency of pain is increased (Sluimer *et al*., 2006). A FEA study by Reimeringer *et al*. (2013) evaluated the effect of stem length on initial stability for
uncemented femoral implants. It was found that the average micro-motion increased with decreasing stem length.

### 1.5.3 Stem Stiffness

The effect of stem material stiffness is another parameter that has a substantial role in load transfer along the bone. Currently, one essential aspect that may lead to stress shielding is differences in the stiffness (i.e., Young's modulus or elastic modulus) between the implant material and surrounding bone (Bureau et al., 2006). Any implants placed in the body must be constructed of biocompatible materials. Some common biocompatible materials used in the design of orthopaedic implants include: Cobalt Chrome (E = 210.0 GPa, ν = 0.3), Titanium (E = 105.0 GPa, ν = 0.3) and Poly Ether Ether Keytone (PEEK) (E = 3.5 GPa, ν = 0.36) (Kurtz and Devine, 2007; Lee and Welsch, 1990).

For cemented hip replacements, some studies have evaluated the influence of altering implant material properties (Huiskes et al., 1992; Jergesen and Karlen, 2002; Manley et al., 1983; Rohlmann et al., 1987). Cook et al (1980) indicated that the stress profile of the femur is affected considerably by changes in the stiffness of an implant. A study by Huiskes et al. (1992) shows that flexible stems decrease bone resorption and stress shielding, and increase proximal interface stresses. Moreover, Rohlmann el al. (1987) showed that, by increasing the stiffness of a cemented femoral stem, the stresses at the cement decrease, which allows the cement to last longer. The finite element analysis in animal models by Simon et al. (2003) indicated that the stress and pressure distribution of the less stiff implant was more homogeneous, leading to deformations of the implant that were similar to the adjacent trabecular bone (Simon et al., 2003). However, a study by Au el al. (2004) determined that the loading conditions and patterns generated in total knee arthroplasty due to altered surface geometry of bone and implant, are as important and sometimes more important than the altered stiffness between the implant and surrounding bone (Au et al., 2007). Austman et al. (2011) used a finite element study to compare the bone stresses before and after implantation of two different distal ulna implants of titanium and cobalt chrome (Austman et al., 2011). Their study indicated that
the changes in bone stress between the native model and implanted model are lower in the less stiff titanium prostheses as oppose to the stiffer cobalt chrome prostheses. Consequently, it is expected that decreasing implant material stiffness may reduce stress shielding following shoulder replacement; however, an investigation specific to shoulder implants is required. It is also noted that other aspects of implant design (i.e., implants geometry) may have an equivalent or more dominant effect on joint replacement performance.

1.6 Finite Element (FE) Studies of Shoulder Replacements

The development of computer models and computational techniques is a popular method used to simulate the anatomy, movement, and forces of joints. Finite element (FE) modeling is one category of the in-silico approach. In the field of orthopaedics and biomechanical analysis, FE methods can be used to simplify complex bone and implant geometries to investigate the stress-strain relationships experienced in-vivo. In addition, FE analysis provides a non-invasive manner of investigation that allows the probing of the internal structures, in small finite volumes. It is difficult to obtain these non-invasive measurements by in-vitro analysis (i.e., cadaver testing and strain gauging). Accordingly, FE methods are an alternative to more costly (i.e., time and money) in-vitro investigations.

By dividing a solid continuum into a finite number of small elements, connected together at nodes, a finite element mesh is produced (Figure 1.6). This method allows the investigation of the global performance of the total system based on the local behavior of each element. As a result of this technique, displacements at each node can be obtained using equations that are a function of the loads, boundary conditions, and the stiffness of the elements connecting the node. In addition, loading conditions, materials and geometry can be readily varied to expedite the investigation of variations in these parameters (i.e. implant geometry, material properties, etc.).
In order to form a finite element mesh, the continuous geometry of the proximal humerus must be discretized into a finite number of elements, each of which is composed of several nodes.
As opposed to in-vitro experimental testing, where obtaining stresses and strains is only possible at isolated positions (e.g., using load cells and strain gauges), with FE methods stresses and strains throughout the bone can be determined non-invasively.

One important factor in the accuracy of FE modeling is mesh resolution. In order to adequately characterize the physical system, an appropriate mesh size should be selected. However, as mentioned before, the number of equations within a model is related to the number of elements, and therefore increasing the element numbers will require higher computational resources and time. Consequently, the selected mesh size should be small enough, such that further reductions in mesh size will not substantially affect model accuracy, but not so small as to become computationally expensive (in terms of time). The process by which element size variation is investigated is known as convergence analysis.

Generation of the finite element mesh (discretization) is the first step in the finite element analysis. Following this, the load, boundary conditions, element properties, and material properties are indicated. Then, the displacements at each of the nodes are calculated and processed by the software (for this investigation, the software package used is ABAQUS v6.12-EF1 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, RI, USA). The final step is interpreting stresses, strains and other resulting data. FE software has advanced to allow biomechanical researchers in orthopaedic implant design to explore numerous design factor combinations, such as different implant designs, various bone geometries, several load scenarios (i.e. muscle force, joint reaction force, etc.), and numerous material properties (Huiskes and Chao, 1983; Prendergast, 1997).

FE surfaces or volumetric mesh can be based on a tetrahedral or hexahedral element, which can be linear (first-order) or quadratic (second-order). Curved boundaries can be modeled more closely by using quadratic mesh as opposed to linear. Previous studies have indicated that second-order tetrahedral meshes generate more accurate results (Cifuentes and Kalbag, 1992; Ramos and Simoes, 2006).
1.7 Project Scope and Objectives

In an attempt to better recreate the intact state of bone, implant manufacturers have begun designing proximal humerus implants with shorter, less invasive stems. While the principles of load sharing (i.e., construct rigidity) suggest that a more natural stress distribution can be achieved through the implementation of implants with shorter and less-stiff stems (Mow and Huiskes, 2005), further investigation specific to the proximal humerus is required. Accordingly, the **overall purpose** of this work is to develop a patient specific, novel, parametric, finite element model capable of directly comparing stresses between the intact and reconstructed proximal humerus. To accomplish this, **three specific objectives**, and corresponding hypotheses, have been developed:

**Objective 1:** To develop a three-dimensional model of the proximal humerus from patient-specific CT scans, which will allow for direct comparison between intact and reconstructed bones.

To facilitate parametric *in silico* testing of the proximal humerus, a finite element model must first be constructed and tested for convergence (Panagiotopoulou et al., 2012). A generic implant must also be developed to permit reconstruction of the proximal humerus. To allow a direct comparison of outcome measures between the intact and reconstructed states, novel methods need to be developed to create identical bone meshes for both models.

In order to appropriately represent an *in-vivo* joint reconstruction, the model must be capable of simulating the reconstruction of the proximal humerus with varying implant geometries, positions and material properties. Additionally, the model should allow for variation in boundary conditions to simulate change in the humeral abduction angle.

**Hypothesis 1:** It is hypothesized that a model of the proximal humerus will be developed and will generate total average stress results that converge with less than 10% variation when the number of elements in the model is increased by 50%.

**Objective 2:** To use the newly constructed model to investigate the effects of changing implant stem length on the distribution of stresses in the proximal humerus.
A comparison will be made between three proximal humerus implants of varying stem length (stemless, short, and standard). Average Von Mises stresses in the cortical and trabecular bone will quantify the overall change in stress state for the reconstructed bones. Furthermore, single and average elemental stresses in predefined bone slices will indicate regional stress variations that arise due to changes in stem length.

**Hypothesis 2:** It is hypothesized that shorter, less invasive implants will better mimic the intact stress state of the proximal humerus quantified by significantly lower stress changes when shorter stems are used.

**Objective 3:** To determine the effect of changing implant stiffness (Young’s modulus) on the distribution of stress in the proximal humerus.

An additional investigation will confirm the versatility of the model by comparing implants of varying stiffness. Overall and slice-specific stresses will compare implant performance with reference to the intact bone state.

**Hypothesis 3:** It is hypothesized that less-stiff implants will better mimic the intact stress state of the proximal humerus quantified by significantly higher stress changes when stiffer stems are used.

1.8 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 focuses on the methods used to develop the 3D bone models from CT scans and the finite element methods that are used for simulation of the proximal humerus. This chapter also describes the way the results were collected, and how statistical significance was assessed. Chapter 3 presents the results of how different stem lengths and material stiffness’s affect bone stresses in the proximal humerus. Finally, in Chapter 4 the findings are discussed, and concluded. The focus of this chapter is the significance of the results. Suggestions are made for the future directions for this work.
Chapter 2

2 Methods

Overview: In the field of orthopaedic implant design, finite element (FE) analysis tools are often used to evaluate the performance of different designs due to their non-invasive nature and ability to predict stresses in considerable detail. This chapter describes the complete process taken to develop and analyze patient-based, identical material and mesh (i.e., same element node locations for intact and reconstructed models) FE models of the proximal humerus. To the author’s knowledge, these methods constitute the first attempt at developing a parametric model of the reconstructed proximal humerus that utilizes identical meshes between conditions to permit element-to-element comparisons.

2.1 Data Acquisition (3-Dimension Model Development)

Pre-operative CT scans were acquired from five subjects (three females and two males, mean ± standard deviation age = 69.8 ± 5.7) who underwent total shoulder arthroplasty (Appendix C). CT images, originally in DICOM format, were processed using MIMICS software (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium), where the proximal humerus was thresholded to form a three-dimensional (3D) solid model of the bone (Figure 2.1). To permit separation of the cortical bone, a mask was applied based on a lower threshold of 226 Hounsfield Units (HU) (Willing et al., 2013). In the event that the humerus and glenoid overlapped, these constructs were separated manually. Moreover, manual slice-by-slice segmentation was used to create a trabecular bone mask. These masks were then converted into separate 3D models of the cortical and trabecular bones. Once an appropriate cortical-trabecular boundary was obtained, surface geometries were exported in STL format to permit solid model development with SolidWorks software (Dassault Systèmes, S. A. (Vélizy, France)). Please see Appendix D for greater detail on the methods used in Mimics.
To create a 3D solid model of the proximal humerus, CT image data was converted into 3D cortical and trabecular surfaces that were smoothed and exported into SolidWorks.

**Figure 2.1: Solid Model Development - Cortical and Trabecular Bone**

To create a 3D solid model of the proximal humerus, CT image data was converted into 3D cortical and trabecular surfaces that were smoothed and exported into SolidWorks.
2.2 Bone Resection

To prepare the proximal humerus for in-silico total shoulder arthroplasty, the 3D cortical and trabecular geometries were further divided into head and body components (Figure 2.2). The head component represented the section of bone that would be resected during surgery. Under the supervision of an orthopaedic surgeon, a cut-plane was created in SolidWorks CAD to divide the bone (Figure 2.3). The trabecular length was chosen by an orthopaedic surgeon according to the presence of bone determined from CT images.

2.3 Implant Development

After reviewing the proximal humerus implants currently available in North America, SolidWorks CAD software was used to develop three generic implants. In general, humeral implants are separated into two sections: the head component and the stem component (Figure 2.4). All developed implants shared an identical head component, and differed only in terms of the stem component. The three stems developed were classified as: standard (~100 mm), short (~50 mm) and stemless (~25 mm) stem designs, and spanned the lengths of component stems used clinically (Figure 2.5).

Two sections define the standard stem: a cylindrical polished diaphyseal region and an expanded grit blasted metaphyseal region. The short stem design removes the diaphyseal section, but maintains an identical metaphyseal design to allow for the direct comparison of these implants. Furthermore, the stemless implant was designed with an extremely short cross-shaped metaphyseal taper that transfers loads to the subchondral bone.

In order to account for geometric variations (e.g., humeral head diameter, diaphyseal canal diameter, etc.) a sub-population of standard, short and stemless implants was developed. This sub-population of implants varied in terms of head diameter and stem diameter. Appropriate head geometry was maintained using an aspect ratio of 1.00:0.76 between the head radius and depth, respectively (derived from measurements of clinically used implants) (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.2: Trabecular and Cortical Mesh Division

In order to permit the development of an identical mesh between models, boundaries were assigned within cortical and trabecular bone according to the resection cut plane and the proximal portions of the standard/short and stemless implants.
Figure 2.3: Humeral Head Resection

A detailed depiction of the plane chosen for the humeral head resection. This cut plane is defined by three points on the surface of the bone, and was confirmed by an orthopaedic surgeon prior to resection.
Articular orthopaedic implants can be thought of as being divided into two components: the head and stem. To maintain the proper curvature for the head component, a fixed ratio between the radius (r) and depth (d) based on the measurement of clinically available implant heads was used when scaling to fit each subject.

Figure 2.4: Implant Division - Head and Stem Components
Figure 2.5: Implant Geometries

Generic stemless, short and standard stem shoulder implant designs used for our computational models.
2.4 Implant Positioning and Sizing

To recreate surgical placement *in-silico*, mates (reference geometries) were used in SolidWorks CAD software. Bone reference geometries of a diaphyseal canal axis, a bone cut surface and a circle fitted to the cut surface were created to define the bone geometry and to allow for implant positioning relative to these anatomical/surgical constructs. In addition, implant reference geometries of a stem axis, an implant head undersurface, and an implant head circular edge were also created (Figure 2.6).

To ensure that the standard implants were properly centered in the diaphyseal canal, bone and implants axes were made collinear. The implants were also positioned such that the undersides of the prostheses’ heads were coincident with the bone cut surface. The implant heads were made concentric with the circle fitted on the cut surface. Following this, the short-stemmed implant was mated to the same position as the standard stem using three proximal surfaces shared between these two designs. The stemless implant was aligned with the bone cut surface such that it was centered in the cut surface of the humeral head. Together, these mates restricted the location of the implant within the proximal humerus and resulted in repeatable implant positioning (Figure 2.6).

Following implant positioning, the appropriate implant stem and head diameters were selected from the sub-population of standard, short and stemless implants. Implant size was increased in increments of 1 mm until diaphyseal contact was detected, indicating a moderate cementless that is consistent with current surgical techniques.

2.5 Identical Mesh Preparation

After implant positioning and sizing, all stem designs, as well as trabecular and cortical bone models, were transferred from SolidWorks to ABAQUS v6.12 (Dassault Systèmes simulia Corp., Providence, RI, USA) in STEP AP214 format. All geometries were then merged in a way that the geometrical lines of the implants were maintained, allowing the creation of identical meshes in overlapping regions regardless of stem size. At this point, the bone was meshed using appropriately sized quadratic tetrahedral elements (see
Figure 2.6: Implant-Bone Mating

Visual depiction of the mating surfaces, edges and axes on both the implant and bone.
convergence analysis, Section 2.9). A mesh refinement (element edge length = 0.25 mm) was applied to all sharp edges where implant-trabecular contact would be made.

2.6 Application of Material Properties

As discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.1), trabecular bone is an inhomogeneous structure with non-uniform mechanical properties, while cortical bone is far more uniform and can be approximated by Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 20 GPa and 0.3, respectively. In order to create a trabecular bone mesh that mimics the mechanical properties of in-vivo bone, element-specific Young’s moduli need to be applied. To date, several studies have developed equations to relate CT scan data to bone stiffness (Austman et al., 2009; Carter and Hayes, 1977; Leung et al., 2009; Schileo et al., 2007; Taddei et al., 2006). The equation chosen for this investigation, which was reported by Morgan, et al (2003), is specific to trabecular bone (Equation 2.1).

\[ E = 8920 \rho_{\text{app}}^{1.83} \]  

Equation 2.1

where, \( E \) is Young’s modulus, and \( \rho_{\text{app}} \) is the apparent density of bone.

In order to apply Equation 2.1, the apparent density of the bone must first be known. Apparent density can be calculated from the Hounsfield (HU) data from a CT scan using MIMICS software. To calibrate HU to density, a linear relationship is applied based on two substances of known densities within the CT scan (Les et al., 1994; Taddei et al., 2006). The two known substances used were: SB3 cortical bone (Gammex, Middleton WI; density = 1.82 g/cm\(^3\)) and water (density = 1.00 g/cm\(^3\)). Unfortunately, these substances were not present in the pre-operative clinical patient CT scans from which the bone models were derived; however, the CT scan settings were known. Consequently, a calibration scan was taken with the known CT settings, and led to the linear calibration relationship shown in Figure 2.7. Since the density of any single voxel could contain both bone and water, to avoid overestimating the stiffness of fluid-filled regions within bone when calculating the Young’s modulus, it was assumed that a voxel with the HU of water would contain no bone. Accordingly, the resulting bone density in a voxel with a HU of zero (water) would be 0 g/cm\(^3\).
Figure 2.7: CT Density Calibration

To calibrate a CT scan Hounsfield Unit (HU) data into density ($\rho$), an artificial bone sample and water with known densities were scanned to provide 2 points that allow for the development of a linear $\rho$-HU calibration relationship.
Accordingly, the mesh files for the trabecular bone of each subject were imported into MIMICS, where element-specific Young’s moduli and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were assigned based on the calibration relationship established in Equation 2.1. This process led to the creation of proximal humerus FE models that better mimic the behavior of in-vivo bone (Figure 2.8).

2.7 Finite Element Model Construction

With the bone and implant developed, all components were then combined using ABAQUS to create 30 finite element models ([3 stem lengths × 3 different materials + 1 intact model] × 3 different degrees of abduction) for each subject, for a total of 150 models (5 subjects × 30 models). The breakdown of model variations is given in Figure 2.9. The four principal models were an intact proximal humerus model, and three reconstructed models with standard, short and stemless prostheses (Figure 2.10). All implant parts were meshed using appropriately sized quadratic, tetrahedral elements (see convergence analysis, Section 2.9; Appendix E), and cobalt-chrome material properties were assigned (E = 210 GPa, ν = 0.3). Each component was then assembled into its respective model (e.g., Intact model: complete cortical bone + complete trabecular bone; Standard model: cut cortical bone + cut trabecular bone + standard implant, etc.).

Implant-bone contact was defined as frictional. For all prostheses, proximal contact was modeled using a coefficient of friction of 0.63 to simulate wet bone on grit-blasted implant surfaces (Grant et al., 2007). Additionally, distal contact between the standard stem and endosteal cortical bone was assigned a coefficient of friction of 0.40 to represent smooth/polished metal on wet bone (Kuiper and Huiskes, 1996) (Figure 2.11).

To investigate the effect of varying implant material stiffness, two additional models were created for the reconstructions, each with a different material applied: Titanium (E = 105.0 GPa, ν = 0.3) and Poly Ether Ether Keytone (PEEK) (E = 3.5 GPa, ν = 0.36) (Kurtz and Devine, 2007; Lee and Welsch, 1990). These materials were chosen to investigate how the proximal humerus would respond to a 50% reduction in material stiffness (Ti), as well as a low stiffness biocompatible material (PEEK).
Figure 2.8: Trabecular Young's modulus Distribution

To account for the inhomogeneous nature of the trabecular bone stiffness, the Young’s modulus was assigned based on regional bone density data. Accordingly, the models created had variable stiffness that better represented true trabecular bone.
To investigate variation in both stem length and material stiffness, a total of 150 finite element models were developed from the CT scans of 5 patients. In total, 3 abduction angles were considered for the intact and reconstructed proximal humerus. Reconstructions consisted of standard, short and stemless implants, each constructed with CoCr, Ti and PEEK.

Figure 2.9: Breakdown of Model Variations

To investigate variation in both stem length and material stiffness, a total of 150 finite element models were developed from the CT scans of 5 patients. In total, 3 abduction angles were considered for the intact and reconstructed proximal humerus. Reconstructions consisted of standard, short and stemless implants, each constructed with CoCr, Ti and PEEK.
To properly compare the effect of stem length on bone stresses in the proximal humerus, three reconstructed models with standard short and stemless implants were created and compared to the intact bone model.

**Figure 2.10: Intact and Reconstructed Models**

- **Intact**
- **Stemless**
- **Short**
- **Standard**

Legend:
- Green: Cortical Body
- Dark Green: Cortical Head
- Blue: Trabecular Body
- Light Blue: Trabecular Head
Figure 2.11: Standard Model Diaphyseal Contact

Distal frictional contact was simulated in the standard implant models, where the distal end of the stem came into contact with the endosteal bone surface. Stem diameter was chosen to create contact in the diaphysis and represents how this implant would be positioned clinically.
2.7.1 Boundary Conditions, Abduction Angles and Muscle Modeling

To restrict each model in space, the distal end of the humerus was rigidly fixed. To simulate the joint reaction force acting on the humerus, a point load was directed from the surface of the articulation towards the center of the humeral head according to in-vivo implant data (Bergmann et al., 2007).

The action of shoulder abduction is a common motion of the arm. Three models representing typical abduction angles (15°, 45° and 75°) were developed for each material model (Figure 2.12). Changes in shoulder abduction were modeled by varying the magnitude and direction of the joint reaction force (Table 2.1). Force magnitude and direction were derived from in-vivo studies, where the force components (reported as percent of body weight) relative to a humeral coordinate system were recorded for varying abduction angles. A muscle force of 80 N was maintained as a constant for all subjects, assuming a 50th percentile male body weight of 88.3 kg (Bergmann et al., 2007; McDowell et al., 2008).

In lower angles of shoulder abduction, the deltoid muscle ‘wraps’ over the greater tuberosity of the proximal humerus. Accordingly, for the 15° model, muscle ‘wrapping’ was modeled with an outrigger running between the scapular muscle origin and the humeral insertion point. Tension was applied as a force of 80N based on a force-balance analysis of the system (Appendix F).

2.8 Outcome Variables

Due to changes in the structure of the proximal humerus following joint arthroplasty (i.e., implanting a prosthesis), bone remodeling can occur. This phenomenon is known as stress shielding. Wolff’s Law suggests that changes in bone remodeling can be directly linked to the stress state of the bone (Wolff et al., 1986). Unfortunately, bone remodeling following arthroplasty can lead to weakening of the bone structure and ultimately implant loosening and possibly failure (Manley et al., 1983). Accordingly, to quantify changes in the proximal humerus following total shoulder arthroplasty, bone stresses were investigated for both the intact and reconstructed models. Specifically, the single element
endosteal stresses along the medial, lateral, anterior, and posterior aspects of the implants in bone, average stress in site-specific bone slices, and overall average elemental stress changes were found for both the cortical and trabecular bones. The creation of an identical mesh allows for the direct comparison of elemental stresses for all stem conditions within each subject.

To further map how bone stresses change along the implant as a function of the distance from the humeral head, single element endosteal stresses were found for the medial, lateral, anterior and posterior sides of the humerus for 17 slices in total (Figure 2.13). A subset of three slices were chosen to allow statistical comparison between stem conditions and across all subjects. These three slices corresponded to slices that crossed the tip of stemless, short, and standard implants. Again, due to the development of a novel identical mesh, the exact same element was chosen from the intact and reconstructed models for each slice.

To quantify change in the stress between intact and reconstructed models, the six components of stress (3 normal and 3 shear) were found for each element in both the intact and reconstructed models. Then, the change in stress for these six components was found for each element by subtracting the intact stress values from the reconstructed stress values. Following this, the Von Mises of the change in stress was calculated using Equation 2.2 for each element (Budynas R.G, 2011).

Von Mises Equation:

\[
\sigma_{VM} = \sqrt{0.5 \times ((\sigma_{11} - \sigma_{22})^2 + (\sigma_{22} - \sigma_{33})^2 + (\sigma_{11} - \sigma_{33})^2 + 6 \times (\sigma_{12}^2 + \sigma_{23}^2 + \sigma_{31}^2))}
\]

(Equation. 2.2)

where \(\sigma_{VM}\) represents the Von Mises stress and \(\sigma_{11}, \sigma_{22}, \sigma_{33}\) are the changes in normal stresses in x, y and z directions, respectively, while \(\sigma_{12}, \sigma_{23}, \sigma_{31}\) represent the change in the shear stresses.

To avoid any one element from having too profound of an effect on the global stress state of the bone, a volume-weighted average was then calculated for the change in stress of the bone (\(\sigma_{VWA}\)) (Equation. 2.3). To permit comparison of this stress term across multiple
subjects, the $\sigma_{VWA}$ change in stress values were represented as percent-changes with reference to the intact model’s $\sigma_{VWA}$. The overall $\sigma_{VWA}$ changes were calculated for cortical and trabecular bone separately.

Volume-Weighted Average Stress Equation:

$$\sigma_{VWA} = \frac{\sum(\sigma_{VM} \times Volume\ of\ the\ element)}{\sum(Element\ Volume)}$$

(Equation 2.3)

where $\sigma_{VWA}$ is the Von Mises of the change in stress for each element (Equation 2.2).

To provide further insight into regional changes in the bone stress state, $\sigma_{VWA}$ was also calculated for transverse slices of the humerus at predefined distances from the humeral head. In total, nine slices of cortical bone, and three slices of trabecular bone were chosen (Figure 2.14). These stress values were then averaged for intact, standard, short and stemless models across all specimens.
Figure 2.12: Shoulder Abduction Angles

To account for changes in shoulder loads throughout the completion of many daily activities, 3 abduction angles were chosen for investigation: 15°, 45° and 75°.
Table 2.1: Joint Reaction Forces for 15°, 45° and 75° of Shoulder Abduction According to Bergmann et al (2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abduction Angle</th>
<th>Joint Reaction Force Components [N]*</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Superior-Inferior</td>
<td>Anterior-Posterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75°</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>-34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data converted to Newtons assuming 88.3 kg body-weight.
Endosteal path points (shown in white) were chosen to lie on the intersection of pre-determined slices (perpendicular to the humeral axis) with anterior-posterior and medial-lateral planes.
Figure 2.14: Humeral Slice Positions

To quantify regional stresses in the intact and reconstructed models, cortical and trabecular slices were chosen at predefined slices spaced along the humerus. Reference slices 2, 5 and 8 were chosen to coincide with the tip of each implant.
To test the effect of varying stem length and material stiffness on each of the above outcomes, a three-way repeated measures ANOVA (with Bonferroni post-hoc test) was conducted using SPSS software (IBM, New York, USA); where the three independent variable were: stem length, implant material stiffness and abduction angle. Alpha was set at 0.05 for all statistical tests.

### 2.9 Convergence Analysis

When a model represents a continuous geometry with a finite number of sections as in finite element analysis (FEA), steps must be taken to ensure that the model accurately represents the mechanical properties of the continuous structure (Panagiotopoulou et al., 2012). This process is known as a convergence analysis. To select the appropriate mesh size, a convergence analysis was conducted using models from a single subject, in 45° of abduction with cobalt chrome implants. Convergence was investigated using the volume-weighted average stress ($\sigma_{VWA}$) of the cortical and trabecular bone, and the number of elements present in each model. The number of elements in the model was increased by approximately 50% with each iteration. Once the variation in $\sigma_{VWA}$ between mesh refinements was less than 10%, the optimal mesh size was chosen for that model; however in order to create an identical mesh across models, the lowest global mesh size was chosen. The results indicated that all models had successfully converged when a global element size of 2 mm was used (Chapter 3, Section 3.1).

### 2.10 Summary

To investigate how changes in implant length and material stiffness affect the bone stresses of the proximal humerus, 150 finite element models were developed. These models consist of an intact state and three reconstructed states (i.e., standard, short and stemless), each of which was constructed with three separate biocompatible materials (i.e., CoCr, Ti and PEEK). Three outcome measures (i.e., single-element stress paths, average bone slice stresses and overall average cortical and trabecular stresses) were chosen to provide insight into how stresses change (overall and regionally) within the proximal humerus after joint reconstruction. Following convergence analysis and the
successful completion of all models, results were collected and are presented and discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 3

3 Results

3.1 Mesh Convergence

Using the CT scan data of a single specimen, a total of 20 FE models were successfully developed for the purpose of quantifying mesh convergence (4 models: intact, standard, short and stemless; 5 mesh sizes (corresponding to 50% increases in number of elements): 4.70 mm, 3.51 mm, 2.75 mm, 2.00 mm and 1.45 mm). The resulting volume weighted average stresses in cortical and trabecular bone demonstrated convergence at a mesh size greater than or equal to 2.00 mm for all models (Figure 3.1). The chosen mesh sizes corresponded to percent-differences less than 10%. The short model converged at the largest mesh size (Cortical: 3.51 mm, 5.3% difference; Trabecular: 3.51 mm, 2.2% difference), followed by intact (Cortical: 2.75 mm, 0.3% difference; Trabecular: 2.75 mm, 4.1% difference), standard (Cortical: 4.7 mm, 1.0% difference; Trabecular: 2 mm, 3.5% difference) and stemless (Cortical: 2 mm, 9.0% difference; Trabecular: 2 mm, 0.7% difference) models.

3.2 Effect of Stem Length

The effect of stem length was investigated through the quantification of single-element Von Mises stresses at 17 predefined endosteal points for each of the anterior, posterior, medial and lateral sides of the bone, as well as the average Von Mises stress in 9 predefined slices along the long axis of the proximal humerus. In addition, a volume weighted average of the change in stress between the intact and reconstructed model was measured to provide a single value indicating how stresses changed in the cortical and trabecular bone for each implant stem length.

3.2.1 Regional Stresses in the Proximal Humerus

3.2.1.1 Single-Element Path Results

Due to inter-specimen trabecular length variation, of the 17 available endosteal points, three points corresponding to the slices through the tip of each prosthesis were chosen for
Figure 3.1: Convergence Results

Mesh sizes at which convergence of the intact, standard, short and stemless models occurred are represented by dashed lines. Investigated mesh sizes were chosen corresponding to increases of 50% in the total number of elements in the intact model.
statistical comparison between models (points 3, 9 & 15) (Figures 3.2 - 3.7). Significant differences were only found in the most distal point (point 15) and arose from a material-by-length-by-abduction angle interaction. Specifically, use of the standard implant resulted in significantly different bone stresses than the intact model for all combinations of material and abduction angle ($p = 0.037$), except for PEEK reconstructions in 15° and 45°. Additionally, the bone stress in short and stemless prostheses models were only found to significantly diverge from the intact state in the higher abduction angles of 45° and 75° (for all materials and sides of the bone) ($p = 0.037$). The CoCr and Ti constructions of the standard length stem were found to produce significantly different bone stress results compared to the short (CoCr: $\sim$10% change, Ti: $\sim$9% change) and stemless (CoCr: $\sim$11% change, Ti: $\sim$10% change) designs in both 15° and 75° of abduction ($p = 0.037$).

### 3.2.1.2 Bone Slice Stress Results

Considering the average stress in cortical bone slices, it was found that only the two most proximal slices (slices 1 & 2) and the most distal slice (slice 9) presented with significant differences (Figures 3.8 - 3.10). Within the first slice, the average stresses were significantly affected by a stem length main effect, such that the stemless implant seems to cause significantly higher cortical bone stresses than both the short ($\sim$17±18% change) and standard stem designs ($\sim$34±20% change) ($p < 0.045$), though all were still typically less than the bone stresses produced in the intact model except stemless 45° and 75° of abduction. Additionally, a material-by-length interaction lead to significant reductions in cortical bone stresses when the standard and short prostheses were used compared to the intact and stemless models when all were constructed with CoCr ($p = 0.005$). The standard implants also lead to significantly less bone stress than the intact ($\sim$40±19% less), stemless ($\sim$40±21% less) and short ($\sim$23±25% less) models when constructed with Ti ($p = 0.005$). Furthermore, a length-by-abduction angle interaction yielded significant reductions in bone stress for standard implants contrasted with intact and stemless models for all abduction angles, and for short stems compared to the intact state for 15° of abduction ($p = 0.017$).
Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the medial and lateral endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the medial and lateral endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the medial and lateral endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the anterior and posterior endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Figure 3.6: Element-Specific Anterior and Posterior Stress Paths – 45° Abduction

Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the anterior and posterior endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Figure 3.7: Element-Specific Anterior and Posterior Stress Paths – 75° Abduction

Single element stress values are present at 17 points on both the anterior and posterior endosteal bone surface of a representative patient with CoCr implants. Circled points are those which correspond to the tip of each implant type (standard, short and stemless) and which were assessed for statistically significant differences (Results for all subjects can be found in Appendix G).
Figure 3.8: Average Stress in Cortical Bone Slices - 15° Abduction

Mean (+SD) average stress in cortical bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.
Figure 3.9: Average Stress in Cortical Bone Slices – 45° Abduction

Mean (+SD) average stress in cortical bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.
Figure 3.10: Average Stress in Cortical Bone Slices – 75° Abduction

Mean (+SD) average stress in cortical bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.

Material Main Effect:
- CoCr vs. PEEK; Ti vs. PEEK
- $p \leq 0.03$

Length Main Effect:
- $\alpha p \leq 0.045$

Material-by-Length:
- $\beta p \leq 0.025$

Material-by-Length-by-Abduction:
- $* p = 0.019$

Length-by-Abduction:
- $\gamma p = 0.017$

$\downarrow$ Indicates the slice in which each implant’s mean stresses meet/ exceed the intact stresses.
In the second slice, a material-by-length interaction indicated that significant reductions in cortical bone stresses persisted for the standard length prostheses constructed with CoCr compared to the intact (~26±36% less), stemless (~31±37% less) and short (~23±42% less) models (p = 0.025). Similar reductions in stress were also significantly different between the standard and intact, and standard and stemless models when Ti was used as the implant material (p = 0.025), though the standard and short models no longer differed significantly.

Surprisingly, in the 9th and most distal slice, a material-by-length-by-abduction angle interaction suggested that cortical bone stresses of the intact models were significantly different than all reconstructions regardless of the material used and the abduction angle (p = 0.019). Additionally, within 15° of abduction, significant differences were again found between standard and short, and standard and stemless prostheses constructed of CoCr and Ti. Moreover, regardless of material, bone stress in the short stem model presented as significantly different from the standard and stemless prostheses models in 45° of abduction (p = 0.019).

Due to inter-specimen trabecular bone length variations, regional average stresses in slices were obtained in five specimens for the two most proximal trabecular slices, but in only two specimens for the third slice. Statistically significant differences between stem types only presented in the first trabecular bone slice (Figures 3.11 - 3.13). Within this slice, a length main effect demonstrated that the average stress was significantly less for the standard length stem compared to both the short (~17±53% less) and stemless (~148±100% less) prostheses (p < 0.038). Additionally, standard model bone stresses were also significantly different than the intact state (~14±40% change) for all materials tested due to a material-by-length interaction (p ≤ 0.001). Furthermore, material-by-length and length-by-abduction angle interactions demonstrated that regardless of implant material stiffness and abduction angle, the stemless implant significantly elevated trabecular stresses compared to intact, short and standard models (p ≤ 0.001). Moreover, a material-by-length interaction illustrated that the short stemmed implant bone stresses were significantly higher than the standard implant when constructed of either CoCr or Ti, but significantly higher than the intact state when constructed of PEEK (p ≤ 0.001).
Mean (+SD) average stress in trabecular bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.
Figure 3.12: Average Stress in Trabecular Bone Slices – 45° Abduction

Mean (+SD) average stress in trabecular bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.
Figure 3.13: Average Stress in Trabecular Bone Slices – 75° Abduction

Mean (+SD) average stress in trabecular bone slices are given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is presented as a percentage of the intact bone stress in each slice.
As a result of a length-by-abduction angle interaction, the intact trabecular stresses in the first slice varied significantly from the standard implant for $45^\circ$ of abduction, and the short implant for both $45^\circ$ and $75^\circ$ ($p = 0.043$).

### 3.2.2 Average Proximal Humeral Bone Stresses

Within cortical bone a stem length main effect resulted in significantly greater divergence from the intact state for the standard model, compared to the short and stemless prostheses ($p \leq 0.042$) (Figure 3.14). A material-by-length interaction revealed that this significant increase was limited to CoCr and Ti prostheses ($p = 0.008$). Across all materials and abduction angles, the average change in cortical bone stresses (relative to the intact state) for standard, short and stemless models were $\sim 30\pm12\%$, $\sim 17\pm10\%$ and $\sim 16\pm8\%$, respectively. Stem length was not determined to significantly affect the total volume weighted average change in stress for trabecular bone; however a trend presented where the largest change from the intact stresses occurred with standard prostheses (Figure 3.15).

### 3.3 Effect of Implant Material Stiffness

To quantify the effect of changing implant material stiffness, the same single-element stresses, average stresses in predefined slices, and average total cortical and trabecular bone stresses were investigated.

#### 3.3.1 Regional Stresses in the Proximal Humerus

##### 3.3.1.1 Single-Element Path Results

In the three points of endosteal stresses corresponding to the tips of each implant, significant differences were again only found in the most distal point (point 15) (Figures 3.2 - 3.7). A material-by-length-by-abduction angle interaction suggested that standard implants in $15^\circ$ of abduction caused significantly different stresses (closer to intact) when constructed with PEEK compared to CoCr ($\sim 12\%$ change) and Ti ($\sim 11\%$ change) ($p = 0.037$). Additionally, it was noted that, when PEEK was used as the implant material, standard length stems did not produce stresses that were significantly different from short and stemless reconstructions.
Figure 3.14: Average Change in Stress in the Total Cortical Stress

Mean (+SD) average change in stress in the cortical bone is given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is given as a percentage increase over the intact bone stress of the entire cortical bone.
Figure 3.15: Average Change in Stress in the Total Trabecular Bone

Mean (+SD) average change in stress in the trabecular bone is given for all stem length variations, where the resulting stress is given as a percentage increase over the intact bone stress of the entire trabecular bone.
3.3.1.2 Bone Slice Stress Results

Investigation of varying implant material stiffness was conducted within cortical bone slices, where statistical significant differences were again only found in the two most proximal slices (slices 1 & 2) and the distal most slice (slices 9) (Figures 3.8 - 3.10). Overall, a material main effect in the first slice, lead to significant changes in bone stresses for models constructed with PEEK compared to both CoCr ($p \leq 0.03$) and Ti ($p \leq 0.009$). More specifically, a material-by-length interaction suggested that standard stems were particularly affected by material stiffness changes, where an increase in bone stresses with PEEK prostheses was found (~23±24% higher than CoCr, and ~21±23% higher than Ti) ($p = 0.005$). Additionally, within the second slice, PEEK was again found to cause significantly different results compared to CoCr ($p = 0.041$) due to a material main effect, though not Ti. Finally, within the most distal slice (slice 9), to the surprise of the author, a material-by-length-by-abduction angle interaction suggested significant differences between the average cortical stresses of prostheses constructed with PEEK compared to CoCr and Ti for standard stems in 15º of abduction ($p = 0.019$).

Interestingly, unlike CoCr and Ti, implant models constructed using PEEK did not present with significant bone stress differences between standard and short, standard and stemless, and short and stemless models in the two most proximal cortical bone slices.

Statistical investigation of bone stresses in the three proximal trabecular bone slices yielded significance in only the most proximal slice (slice 1) (Figures 3.11 - 3.13). Overall, due to a main effect of material, prostheses constructed with PEEK were found to have significant changes in average stresses compared to models developed with CoCr and Ti ($p = 0.001$). Principally, a material-by-abduction angle interaction demonstrated that all PEEK prostheses had significantly higher stresses compared to CoCr and Ti models for angles of 15º (CoCr: ~34±98% higher, Ti: ~34±97% higher) and 75º of abduction (CoCr: ~52±84% higher, Ti: ~51±84% higher) ($p = 0.029$). Similar trends presented for 45º of abduction, though they were not significantly different (Figure 3.12).
3.3.2 Average Proximal Humeral Bone Stresses

For cortical bone, a material main effect demonstrated that PEEK resulted in significantly less stress changes than CoCr and Ti prostheses ($p \leq 0.026$) (Figure 3.15). A material-by-length interaction more specifically suggested that the reduction in stress changes were only significantly different for standard length PEEK prostheses compared to CoCr (~16±18% reduction) and Ti (~14±16% reduction) ($P=0.008$). Again, the average proximal humeral trabecular bone stresses did not present with any significant differences in terms of material stiffness; however a trend presented where the largest stress changes from the intact stress state occurred with PEEK for the stemless model (Figure 3.14).

In addition, peak stem stresses were never found to exceed the yield strength of the implant material (see Appendix H). Overall, these results demonstrated that significant differences can be found in average and regional bone stresses due to varying implant stem length and material stiffness. Proposed causes of the observed differences and trends are discussed in the following chapter, which concludes with a summary of the importance of the findings.
Chapter 4

4 Discussion and Conclusions

4.1 Summary

Total shoulder arthroplasty implant design is one important aspect that may have a strong influence on the survivability of prosthesis. Stem length and material stiffness are two principles of implant design that are being considered as important for affecting outcomes. However, to the knowledge of the author, no study has focused on the use of multiple subjects for the comparison of stemless to short and standard humeral implant models from the perspective of proximal humeral bone stresses. Accordingly, three methods including the single-element, slices, and average bone stress changes were chosen to precisely investigate the effect of stem length and implant material stiffness, on stress in cortical and trabecular bone. These outcomes were studied in three reconstructed proximal humerus models (i.e., standard, short, stemless) and were compared to an intact bone model. In this chapter, understanding of the significant differences that presented in the results, and the future direction of this work are discussed.

4.2 Understanding Regional Significance

The use of multiple specimens (n = 5) in this study allowed statistical significance to be assessed. As mentioned in Chapter 3, results indicated that statistically significant differences presented in the most proximal region for the slice results (i.e., slices 1 & 2), and in the distal region of the humerus model for both single-element and slice results (i.e., point 15 and slice 9) (Figures 3.2 - 3.13). Proximal significant differences arose due to load transfer between the implants and bone. In the intact model of the proximal humerus, the joint reaction force is applied directly to the subchondral bone, and is principally carried around the softer trabecular bone by the hard cortical shell. Alternatively, in the reconstructed humerus models, the load is applied to the implants, which in turn progressively transfer load to the trabecular bone before it is diffused into the cortical shell more distally. This is clearly a different scenario than in the intact model (and in-part may cause proximal stress shielding). Distally, changes between standard
compared to other stem lengths (i.e., stemless and short), and PEEK compared to other materials (i.e., cobalt-chrome and titanium) are thought to arise because the stresses (and corresponding stress changes) bore by the cortical bone are higher due to increases in the bending component of stress. Moreover, distal contact in the standard length implant models led to load sharing patterns over a greater length, compared to other stem designs. These patterns in turn caused higher single-element stresses in the distal endosteal bone, and more inter-specimen variability.

4.2.1 The Effect of Variation in Stem Length

Stress shielding, where a reconstructed bone is subjected to less stress than prior to reconstruction (i.e., the intact model), is exhibited in the proximal region of cortical bone. In particular, statistically significant reductions in stress were found for both the short and standard implant models in the two most proximal slices of cortical bone. This stress shielding was more evident in the proximal region of standard models, where distal endosteal contact allowed the implants to carry load over a longer distance within the bone, delaying cortical load transfer to more distal regions. Contrasting this, the stemless model, which has no mechanism for central or distal load transfer, is seen to elevate bone stresses over its length proximally (in order to transfer the loads from the implant to bone in this region alone) relative to the other reconstructed models. The presence of stress shielding is further supported by observations of proximal stress reductions made within the slice cortical bone results. Specifically, within the slice results (Figures 3.8 – 3.13), the location at which the mean stresses in the reconstructed models reach the intact stresses is seen to be consistently more distal with increasing stem length. Moreover, the single-element results (Figures 3.2 – 3.7) consistently show reductions in proximal endosteal stresses.

Furthermore, changes in cortical bone stresses were also detected between the standard and short, and standard and stemless implants using the average change in stress measure (Figure 3.14). Though this measure was of an absolute value, and thus positive and negative changes in bone stress were additive, trends in the regional results suggest that at least some of the changes noted are likely proximal reductions in stress, while others are likely distal increases in stress arising due to endosteal contact. Interestingly, while
the regional results highlight some statistically significant increases in the proximal trabecular bone stresses for different implants (*i.e.*, greater increases in stress in slice 1 with the stemless implant), the average change in stress in the total trabecular bone (Figure 3.14) suggests that the stresses of the trabecular bone is equally changed (*i.e.*, combination of increases and decreases) regardless of which implant is used. According to Wolff’s Law, which dictates that bone remodels in-part in response to mechanical stimulation, it is suggested that any change in bone stress, be it an increase or decrease, acts to remove the bone from its natural (*i.e.*, intact) state (Mow and Huiskes, 2005; Wolff *et al*., 1986). For the purpose of this investigation, it is proposed that any changes in bone stress are consequences of joint reconstruction and accordingly should be minimized, as stress changes could lead to a cascade effect where stress shielding is amplified. Considering this, according to the average change in stress results, all other things being equal (*i.e.*, implant fixation), all stem designs are expected to have equally negative consequences for the proximal trabecular bone; however, the standard length implant would have the most pronounced effect on cortical bone remodeling.

The arthroplasty literature agrees well with the present results, suggesting that decreasing stem length at other joints (*e.g.*, hip, wrist and knee joints) can lead to a bone state that better agrees with the intact state (Arno *et al*., 2012; Austman *et al*., 2011; Bieger *et al*., 2012; Munting *et al*., 1997; Reimeringer *et al*., 2013). Specifically, Reimeringer *et al.* (2012) indicated that decreases in stem length might lead to reduced stress shielding of the proximal femur. Additionally, Austman *et al.* (2011) demonstrated that shorter stem lengths aided in returning bone strains to their intact levels along the length of distal ulnar implants. Furthermore, investigating bone mineral density (BMD), Munting *et al.* (1997) have shown that stemless implants considerably preserved BMD of the proximal femur following *in-vivo* implantation.

A previous study by Arno *et al.* (2012) investigated the strain distribution of femoral bone with three different stem length implants: stemless, ultra-short and short, and compared them to the intact strain distribution. Their results also agree with the present study, and indicated that the best match to the intact femur was the stemless design;
however, they expressed concern about the stability of the stemless implant. Bieger et al. (2012) also found that the short stem prosthesis resulted in less stress shielding.

Stress shielding can be a long term problem of shoulder arthroplasty resulting in bone becoming thinner over time, and has been noted in several in-vivo investigations (Huiskes et al., 1992; Stewart and Kelly, 1997; Torchia et al., 1997). Nagels et al. (2003) investigated standard stem implantation for signs of stress shielding by measuring cortex thickness at 4 regions along the stem length (70 radiographs; average follow up of 5.3 years). The results indicated that 9% had a significant reduction in cortex thickness surrounding the humeral stem. They also indicated that the stress shielding has a relationship with the stem diameter, where larger diameters resulted in greater incidence of stress shielding (Nagels et al., 2003).

Huguet et al. (2009) investigated the results of stemless shoulder implants after a minimum three years follow up. They reported no implant migration or radiolucencies, suggesting that stemless implants maintain fixation at least during the first three year post-operatively. However, they cautioned that long-term follow up is still needed to confirm these results (Huguet et al., 2010). Adequate stemless fixation was further supported by Ballas and Begin (2013), who found no implant loosening with stemless reverse shoulder implants, after a mean post-operative time of 58 months (Ballas and Béguin, 2013). Berth, et al. (2013) have also estimated that mean operative time and blood loss are significantly lower when stemless shoulder implants are used compared to standard length implants (Berth and Pap, 2013).

4.2.2 Effect of Changing Material Stiffness

In addition to examining the effect of implant stem length, implant material stiffness was also investigated. Both regional and average stress changes were found to vary as a function of implant stiffness, where decreases in stiffness lead to less deviation from the intact state for cortical bone stresses. More specifically, when comparing CoCr (E = 210 GPa), Ti (E = 105 GPa) and PEEK (E = 3.5 GPa) reconstructions in terms of average bone stresses in the two most proximal cortical slices, it was found that the stiffer CoCr and Ti implants exhibited significantly larger stress reductions than the flexible PEEK
models, for all angles of abduction (Figures 3.8 - 3.10). These changes were found to be most pronounced with the standard length implant, as was highlighted by a material-by-length interaction in slice 1. Accordingly, it is suggested that stress shielding in the proximal humerus is partially reduced by decreasing implant material stiffness. This is further supported by considering where the reconstructed models reached the intact stress levels. For instance, the standard stem stresses remained below intact-levels 1 to 5 slices longer (i.e., more distally) when constructed with CoCr or Ti as compared to PEEK.

In contrast to this, the trabecular bone stresses in the most proximal slice significantly increased as the material stiffness decreased (PEEK vs. CoCr, and PEEK vs. Ti) (Figures 3.11 – 3.13). This was demonstrated by material main effects, as well as a material-by-abduction angle interaction. These stress increases are perhaps a result of the trabecular bone carrying more loads due to reduced prosthesis rigidity with decreasing material stiffness (i.e., changes in the rigidity of the bone-implant assembly).

The total average changes in bone stresses also support the results seen in cortical slices. In particular, regardless of abduction angle, the standard length models caused significantly larger changes in stress than short and stemless models only when constructed of CoCr and Ti, but interestingly not PEEK (Figure 3.15). Additionally, standard prosthesis bone stress changes were significantly lower when constructed with PEEK as opposed to CoCr or Ti.

For some time, material stiffness has been thought to greatly influence the stress profiles in surrounding bone (Cook et al., 1980). Though not explicitly investigated in the proximal humerus, present results that show a reduction in cortical bone stresses with decreasing material stiffness agree well with previous work at other joints (Austman et al., 2007; Mow and Huiskes, 2005). Some studies on cemented proximal femoral implants have shown that stiffer stems increase stress shielding (Mow and Huiskes, 2005; Yan et al., 2011). Moreover, other investigations have focused on cemented Ti femoral stems compare to CoCr, and have indicated that the less stiff Ti stems decrease proximal bone loss (Yan et al., 2011). A study by Austman et al (2007) focusing on ulnar
reconstructions again suggested that Ti stems performed better compared to CoCr stems in terms of load transfer, returning the bone to a state more representative of the intact bone.

Furthermore, Huiskes et al. (1992) investigated stress shielding and bone resorption relationships in total hip arthroplasty, and determined that the rigidity of the implant is an important aspect affecting these phenomena (Huiskes et al., 1992). Additionally, an animal study by Sumner et al. (1998) agreed with the results of the present study, showing that the stress shielding was higher (~26%) for stiffer stem compared to the low stiffness stem (~7.5%) (Sumner et al., 1998).

Huiskes and Mo suggest that, when considering stress transfer, a bone-implant structure can be thought of as a simple composite bar, where each section has a different material stiffness and cross-sectional area. In accordance, the stress distribution (i.e., load sharing equilibrium) in a bone-implant structure depends on each material's elastic modulus and cross-sectional area (i.e., the section with the larger product of Young’s modulus and cross-sectional area carrying more load, and subsequently more stress, see Equation 4.1) (Mow and Huiskes, 2005). Basically, the stress distribution is not continuous over the interface between the bone and implant when the Young’s moduli of bone and implant are different, and the greater the difference the more discontinuous the load sharing is along the bone-implant assembly. Consequently, Huskies and Mo propose that bone stresses are higher when a flexible implant is used. This theory compliments the findings of the present investigation, where bone stresses were higher when the softer implant material was used (i.e., PEEK). Accordingly, reductions in implant stiffness cause the bone to carry more of the applied load when PEEK is used, which better mimics the intact state in the stress shielded cortical bone, but overstresses the implant’s direct contact with trabecular bone due to elevated shear stresses transferring greater loads to the bone.

\[
F_{Bone} = \frac{Area_{Bone}E_{Bone}}{(Area_{Implant}E_{Implant} + Area_{Bone}E_{Bone})} \times F_{Total} \tag{4.1}
\]

where, \(E\) indicates the Young’s modulus and \(F_{Total} = F_{Bone} + F_{Implant}\).
In a related investigation, Engh and Bobyn (1988) examined bone resorption between larger stems (≥13.5 mm in diameter) and smaller (stems ≤12.0 mm in diameter). Their results indicated that larger diameter stems (i.e., higher axial and flexural rigidity) resulted in bone resorption that was five times more pronounced. They also demonstrated that there was a strong relationship between the observed bone resorption and stress shielding (Engh and Bobyn, 1988).

Huskies and Mo also suggest that there are three sections along an implant stem, in which load is shared differently. In the proximal region, more load is carried by the implant, but is gradually transferred to the bone until the middle region, where the above load sharing equilibrium (Equation 4.1) is met. Following this section, there is a distal region that ends with the stem tip, in which the remaining load is gradually transferred to the bone again. Huskies and Mo state that lengthening the stem only acts to increase the length of the middle section, with the proximal and distal sections remaining fixed lengths. Accordingly, it is only when the stem length is shortened to be less than the sum of the proximal and distal regions that interface stresses must begin to change to transfer the load to the bone faster (Mow and Huiskes, 2005).

4.3 Hypotheses Revisited

**Hypothesis 1:** It is hypothesized that a model of the proximal humerus will be developed and will generate total average stress results that converge with less than 10% variation when the number of elements in the model is increased by 50%.

The results indicated that all reconstructed models and the intact model converged at mesh sizes greater than or equal to 2 mm, which corresponded to total average stress variations of 9% or less. Accordingly, hypothesis 1 is accepted, as all models converged, permitting the investigation of multiple specimens and conditions within an appropriate timeline.

**Hypothesis 2:** It was hypothesized that shorter, less invasive implants would better mimic the intact stress state of the proximal humerus quantified by significantly lower stress changes when shorter stems were used.
Though some significant increases in trabecular stresses were found with decreases in stem length (due to reductions in implant-bone contact area), significant differences suggesting that the shorter less invasive implants do better mimic the intact stress state of the proximal humerus were found in cortical bone. In particular, significant reductions in cortical stress slices are most pronounced with the standard implants, and least pronounced when stemless implants are used. As such, hypothesis 2 is accepted for cortical bone and rejected for trabecular bone.

**Hypothesis 3:** It was hypothesized that less-stiff implants would better mimic the intact stress state of the proximal humerus quantified by significantly higher stress changes when stiffer stems were used.

Despite some increases in trabecular stresses, cortical stresses were found to better mimic the intact state when implant material stiffness was decreased. This cortical trend suggests that further reductions in implant material stiffness may lead to reconstructions that approach the intact bone. Accordingly, hypothesis 3 is accepted for cortical bone, and rejected for trabecular bone.

### 4.4 Strengths and Limitations

As with any *in-silico* study, this investigation contains several inherent assumptions, which led to various strengths and limitations. Firstly, a limitation of this work is the application of constant force magnitudes for all subject models. True joint reaction forces are subject specific percentages of body-weight, and accordingly would not be constant across a population. However for the purpose of this investigation, constant values were applied for each abduction angle to simplify the boundary conditions. The values chosen within this investigation were representative of a 50th-percentile male (body-weight = 85 kg), in order to provide realistic and non-conservative loads(McDowell *et al.*, 2008). Additionally, joint reaction forces were applied based on the location and magnitudes presented by Bergmann *et al.*’s 2007 *in-vivo* telemeterized shoulder implant data (Bergmann *et al.*, 2007). This method avoids the redundancy problems traditionally associated with the manual calculation of joint reaction forces.
While the geometry of the short stem implants used in this investigation was identical to the standard stems (asides from stem length), the diameter of each was set to create distal endosteal contact for the standard models. Accordingly, short stem diameters may have been undersized compared to clinical practice in order to isolate the effect of varying stem length and remove another potential confounding variable. Despite this, all implants were placed using repeatable mates, and implant position was approved by an orthopaedic surgeon for each subject.

While the application of anisotropic trabecular material properties was one of the strengths of this study, certain assumptions needed to be made to permit the application of a modulus-density relationship. In particular, the density-to-modulus equation used, developed by Morgan et al in 2003, was not specific to the humerus, but rather was an average pooled-value based on several sites throughout the body (e.g., vertebrae, femur and tibia) (Morgan et al., 2003). However this equation was chosen, due to several strengths, including a large sample size (n = 142), and that the values reported were specific to trabecular bone alone (i.e., not a combination of trabecular and cortical bone).

A related assumption of the present investigation was the application of a constant modulus of 20 GPa to the cortical bone. While the true modulus may fluctuate slightly, it is generally considered as transversely isotropic; also variations in cortical thickness and geometry are accounted for in this study. These variations allow for changes in the structural stiffness of cortical bone across specimens, creating an inhomogeneous structure similar to that of real bone. Moreover, the practice of applying a single value for the stiffness of cortical bone is well established in finite element analysis (Reimeringer et al., 2013; Theodorou et al., 2011). Furthermore, the repeated measures design of this investigation ensured that each implant condition and the intact model were subjected to identical parameters and meshes. This coupled with the normalization of most results to the intact state allowed the accurate identification of stress changes for each condition, and removed potential confounding variables (e.g., reducing the effect of inter-specimen variability).

The use of pre-operative CT scans from a patient population who underwent total shoulder arthroplasty ensured that this work would better reflect a real-world population.
Unfortunately, since patients, unlike cadavers, cannot be exposed to excessive radiation, CT image quality was not optimal at times, which made bone model development challenging and less precise. Furthermore, no phantom of known density was present in the patient CT scans, which had implications for the density calibration of each image. To address this, additional scans of phantoms alone were taken in the same clinical CT scanner at the same settings used (i.e., maximum, minimum and average mA settings) to develop post-hoc calibration curves.

Inter-specimen variation is a limitation of this study, and is quite evident when directly comparing the results of the each subject in this investigation. In particular, variation in trabecular bone quality led to differing lengths of trabecular bone progressing distally. This in turn caused a reduction in the number of specimens when comparing slice and single-element results. For instance, all five subjects presented with trabecular bone in the first two bone slices; however only two subjects' trabecular bone persisted to the third slice. Additionally, despite repeatable implant placement across specimens, changes in the distal endosteal contact patterns of the standard stem models were also evident between specimens due to geometry differences. These changes produced consistently higher scatter in the standard stem model stresses compared to both short and stemless implants. While higher standard deviations may have prevented the appearance of statistically significant differences in some slices, these geometry differences are more representative of the variation that would be seen in a population. Accordingly, these results support the inclusion of multiple specimens when conducting anything but specimen-specific (i.e., single patient) implant analysis. Few studies to date have investigated the effect of inter-specimen variability on FE models (Taylor et al., 2013). While the addition of multiple specimens substantially increases the computational time (e.g., model development and run time) of an investigation, the above noted inter-specimen differences would not have been detected with a single specimen, and the results of such studies accordingly cannot be extrapolated to larger population sizes. While 5 specimens is an improvement over the traditional single-specimen finite element investigations, it is expected that this number must increase substantially in order to truly capture the variation present within real-world populations.
4.5 Future Directions

The use of patient specific CT scans demonstrated that methods could be developed for pre-operative planning. These methods require further development; however based on the processes described in this thesis, surgeons would be able to pick the plane for cutting the humerus head before the surgery using a computer generated 3D model of bone. Surgeons would then be able to alternate implant size and stiffness to more accurately match each subject to the correct implant. Moreover, these methods will allow surgeons to position the chosen implant prior to surgery, to balance contact between the stem and the cortical shell, and understand how this position will affect the surrounding bone. By these methods, estimates of bone stresses can be depicted visually using patient-specific trabecular bone stiffness’s derived from CT scan data. To further increase the accuracy of proximal humerus stress analyses, a future study should develop a humerus specific density-Young’s modulus relationship (for cortical and trabecular bone separately).

Using the methods that developed in this study, more variations in stem design can be investigated, including: changing the cross-sectional area of the stem, altering coating for the implant (i.e., applying different friction coefficient between implant and bone), exploring cemented vs. press-fit implants, as well as the affect of implant placement.

Importantly, inter-subject variability seen in the present investigation highlights the need for all future arthroplasty finite element investigations to use multiple specimens if their results are to be extrapolated beyond a patient-specific model. While this investigation provides a strong foundation for future finite element investigations of proximal humeral implants, expansion of the variables under investigation would add to the understanding of the performance of humeral TSA components of reduced length and stiffness. In particular, in order to assess the stability of humeral reconstructions, stem micro-motion should be added to future investigations. Moreover, to account for failure modes beyond implant yielding, assessment of fatigue strengths should also be included.
4.6 Conclusion

The present work constitutes the first known attempt at using identical mesh finite element modeling techniques to quantify stress changes in the proximal humerus following reconstruction with stemless (25 mm), short (50 mm) and standard (100 mm) TSA implants of varying material stiffness (CoCr: $E = 210$ GPa, Ti: $E = 105$ GPa, PEEK: $E = 3.5$ GPa). With 150 models developed from the clinical CT scans of 5 patients, variation in stem length and material stiffness were quantified for 3 abduction angles (i.e., 15°, 45° and 75°). Measures of interest were: single-element based stress paths along the medial, lateral, anterior and posterior endosteal bone surfaces, as well as the average stress in 9 pre-defined axial slices, and the overall average change in stress in the total cortical and trabecular bone segments. As hypothesized, reductions in stem length led to cortical stress states that better matched the intact bone; however shorter stems were found to raise trabecular bone stresses above intact levels. Similarly, reductions in material stiffness were found to return cortical bone stresses close to the intact state, but again led to elevated trabecular bone stresses. The results suggest that stress shielding in the proximal humerus may in-part be reduced through the use of shorter, less stiff humeral implants; however it is important to remember that other factors may influence the effect of implant design and use, such as implant stability, the ease of implant placement and the fatigue strength of the chosen material.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Medical Terminology

**Abduction:** Movement away from the midplane of the body, specifically, the humerus away from the rib cage.

**ANOVA:** Analysis of variance, a statistical test between groups.

**Anterior:** Near or closest to the front of the body.

**Arthritis:** Medical condition of joint leading to inflammation caused or metabolic causes or infectious.

**Articular:** Referring to adjacent moving components (e.g. joint).

**Cadaver:** Referring to the human body deceased, a dead body, corpse.

**Cartilage:** Firm flexible tissue that lines the articular surface of joints.

**Clavicle:** Typically known as the 'Collar Bone', horizontally placed linking the thorax to the scapula.

**Diaphysis:** The center region of a long bone typically slender.

**Distal:** Referring to the position further away from torso.

**Finite element analysis (FEA):** In-Silico method that discitizes a continuous geometry into a finite number of elements, each of which can be analyzed to determine the overall response of the system to an applied load.

**Glenohumeral:** The joint formed by the proximal head of the humerus and the glenoid of the scapula.

**Humerus:** Long bone of the upper arm which connects the shoulder to the elbow.

**In-silico:** Refers to studies performed on computer or using computer simulation.

**In-vitro:** Refers to studies accruing outside of normal biological environment.
**In-vivo:** In reference to events taking place within a living organism.

**Lateral:** Refers to the side that is further away from the median axis of the body.

**Ligament:** Tough fibrous band or tissue that link articulating bone.

**Medial:** Refers to the side that is closer to the median axis of the body.

**Orthopaedics:** Surgical discipline that deals with the restoration and preservation of the skeletal system (including articular structures).

**Osteoporosis:** Skeletal condition causing system-wide deterioration of bone on the microscopical scale and low bone mass.

**Posterior:** Near or closet to the back of the body.

**Proximal:** Referring to the position closes to the torso.

**Scapula:** Medial bone of the shoulder connecting the humerus to the torso.

**Tendon:** Fibrous tissue linking muscle to bone.

**Torso:** The center structure of the human body from which extend the limbs and neck.
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Appendix C: Patient Demographic Information

Table C.1 demonstrates the information of the subjects that were used in this study.

Table C.1: Patient Demographic Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Number</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Free Body Diagram Analysis of Muscle Wrapping

Figure D.1: Free body diagram of muscle force calculation
Humeral Head Centre = (0, 0, 0)

Scapula = (-22.87, 0, 15.61)

Greater Tuberosity = (-14.27, 0, 19.80)

Muscle Insertion (MI) = (88.45, 0, 9.10)

\[ F_{\text{Joint}} = 188.8 \, [\text{N}] \] (Joint Reaction Force from Bergmann et al (2007))

\[ F_{\text{Gravity}} = (9.81) \times (88.3 \, \text{kg \ [50\text{-percentile male bodyweight]} \times (0.05 \, \text{[arm weight/bodyweight]})} \]

\[ F_{\text{Gravity}} = 43.3 \, [\text{N}] \]

Assumptions:
- Single point muscle origin and insertion on the scapula and humerus.
- 2D simplification of the force system.
- Consider \( F_{\text{Muscle}} \) at the greater tuberosity and Muscle Insertion to be internal forces that cancel each other out.

Solution:

\[ \alpha = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{-14.27 - (-22.87)}{19.80 - 15.61} \right) \Rightarrow \alpha = 64.03 \, \text{degrees} \]

\[ \theta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{19.93}{5.06} \right) \Rightarrow \theta = 75.74 \, \text{degrees} \]

Summing the forces in the medial-lateral direction we find:

\[ \sum F_z = 0: F_{\text{Joint}} \cos \theta = F_{\text{Muscle}} \cos \alpha + F_{\text{Gravity}} \sin (15 \, \text{degrees}) \Rightarrow \]

\[ F_{\text{Muscle}} = 80.6 \, [\text{N}] \]

Accordingly, the muscle force applied is approximated by a magnitude of 80 \, [\text{N}].
### Appendix E: Computational Parameters of FE Models

**Table H.1: Computational Parameters of FE Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Approximate Number of Elements</th>
<th>Approximate Computational Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intact</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stemless</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>1.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td>265,000</td>
<td>6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>7.5 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All values are approximated based on a single specimen, using a computer with 16 GB of available ram.
Appendix F: Mimics and 3-Matics Procedures

Figure F.1: DICOM files were imported into Mimics.

Figure F.2: The initial mask for cortical bone was created using thresholding function.
Figure F.3: Region Growing function in Mimics generated a mask (for cortical bone).

Figure F.4: In most of the cases, due to the connected pixels between humerus and scapula, after applying region growing, the humerus could not be separated from scapula.
Figure F.5: In this case, connected pixels were deleted in order to separate the scapula from humerus.

Figure F.6: The 3D model of the cortical bone was created.
Wrapping, Smoothing and Triangle Reduction features that are native to MIMICS were used to further refine the bone geometries. In the final stage, fine-smoothing was applied using 3-Matics software (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).

Figure F.7: The 3D model was wrapped.

Figure F.8: The 3D model of cortical was smoothed.
Figure F.9: Triangle reduction function was also applied for the cortical 3D model.

Figure F.10: 3D Bone in 3-Matics software export as an STL file, after applying triangle reduction and smooth features.
Figure F.11: Boundary of the trabecular bone was selected manually for each slice.

Cortical and trabecular geometries were then overlaid in MIMICS, and the cortical-trabecular boundary was inspected for overlapping regions. If overlapping occurred, the trabecular bone was re-masked to remove the conflicting regions. Once an appropriate cortical-trabecular boundary was obtained, surface geometries were exported in STL format to permit use with SolidWorks software (Dassault Systèmes, S. A. (Vélizy, France)).

Figure F.12: Demonstrates the outer boundary of the cortical and trabecular bone.
Appendix G: All Single-Element Stress Path Results

Figure G.1: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 1 - CoCr
Figure G.2: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 2 - CoCr
Figure G.3: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 3 - CoCr
Figure G.4: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 4 - CoCr
Figure G.5: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 5 - CoCr
Figure G.6: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 1 - Ti
Figure G.7: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 2 - Ti
Figure G.8: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 3 - Ti
Figure G.9: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 4 - Ti
Figure G.10: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 5 - Ti
Figure G.11: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 1 - PEEK
Figure G.12: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 2 - PEEK
Figure G.13: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 3 - PEEK
Figure G.14: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 4 - PEEK
Figure G.15: Single-Element Stress Path Results of Subject 5 - PEEK
Appendix H: Peak Stem Stresses and Implant Yield Strengths

Table H.1: Implant Yield Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Stem Type</th>
<th>Specimen Number</th>
<th>Yield Strength*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCr</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stemless</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stemless</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stemless</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (Kuroda et al., 1998; Kurtz and Devine, 2007; Staiger et al., 2006)
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